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The Hypak HP3 Series is a compact, low glare, high performance luminaire for HID lamps to 150
watts. Several reflector designs and lens types combine to offer one of eight light distributions.
These include symmetrical and asymmetrical distributions, IES types III, IV, and V. With this design, excellent cut off glare control and photometric performance is achieved while also providing
visual comfort and increased spacing.
For more information on this product click here or contact our Sales Dept.

The Hypak HP4 offers the maximum in optical performance for HID lamps
to 250 Watts. It provides uniform illumination with a 70° - 85° degree internally adjustable sharp cutoff for IES Type III and IV light distributions to 180°. The unit is designed for wet locations and can be mounted
over a recessed 4-0 box, surface mounted with exposed conduit, recess
mounted in concrete, and pole, post, base, or pendant mounted.
For more information on this product click here or contact our Sales Dept.
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Tasteful, accommodating design and extraordinary optical refinement make Lightfoil an excellent choice for medium scale interior
spaces.Lightfoil’s remarkably smooth ceiling illumination calls attention to architectural features while bathing the entire space in
a soft, natural, comfortable illumination.

With the capability of accepting up to (4) T5HO lamps, Lightfoil 3
is the clear choice for large scale architectural spaces. Both
Lightfoil 2 & 3 include a back-lighting feature that directs a small
portion of light down the wall just below each luminaire, softening
brightness contrast and creating a pleasing effect.
For more information on this product click here or contact our
Sales Dept.
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Electric Mirror manufactures luxury fixtures for the hotel industry. The company was founded
to research and development new innovative bathroom products.
Electric Mirror introduced the original bathroom mirror defogger, which has become the leading defogger in the industry. Since then, the company has developed Lighting Stations - a new
concept redefining luxury for the hotel vanity. Electric Mirror is the leading manufacture and
distributor of luxury bathroom fixtures for hotels. The companies products line also includes
custom framed mirrors, lighting sconces, towel warmers, makeup mirrors, in-shower televisions and glass bowls and vessels.
The company provides products to leading hotel developers worldwide. Electric Mirror’s proservice approach focuses on building relationships with hotel designers, purchasers and developers. The company currently has distributors in Asia, the Middle East, South America,
India and the Caribbean and aggressively explores new opportunities around the globe. Electric Mirror is a preferred vendor of Hilton Hotels and has worked with leading hotel brands in
the industry including Ritz-Carlton, Fairmont, Sofitel, Rosewood, Westin and Hyatt; leading
designers such as Hirsch Bedner, Barry Design, Wilson & Associates, and Forrest Perkins;
and top purchasing companies such as Parker Company, Gerry Brown & Associates, and
Higgins purchasing.
Electric Mirror has participated in five-star ultra luxury properties such as the Ritz-Carlton
Doha and the Al Faisaliah Center Project: a billion-dollar Saudi Arabian complex, designed on
behalf of the King Faisal Foundation.
The company has been mentioned in publications such as Hotels, Hospitality Design, Resort
Management, Host, Hotel Specification, Lodging, Hotelier, Lodging Hospitality, and Hotel &
Motel Management and Nevada Hospitality.
Electric Mirror has received numerous awards including the Editor’s Choice Award by the International Hotel & Restaurant Show and the Best New Product Award by Kitchen & Bath
Business and has been featured on the Discovery Channel.
For more information click here or contact our Sales Dept.
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KLI is known as the premiere lighting manufacturer’s representative
Klopfenstein's Lighting Inc.

1128 Nuuanu Ave Suite 101
Honolulu, HI 96817-5119

in Hawaii since 1976. In general, we promote our lighting manufacturers through Architects, Engineers and Designers and distribute through wholesale electrical houses.
KLI was originally incorporated in 1976 under the name KLOPFEN-

Phone: 808-533-0558 x100
Fax: 808-526-4085
E-mail: info@kli-hi.com
www.kli-hi.com

STEIN’S and operated out of a house in Hawaii Kai. In December of
1987 we moved our operations into our present location on
Nuuanu Ave in Downtown Honolulu. In 1997 we reincorporated as
KLOPFENSTEIN’S LIGHTING INC (KLI).
Our primary purpose is to provide the best product for your application with efficient service for all your needs.

•

New Quick Ship Binder now available. If your project(s) are coming up on “crunch time” and you need fixtures right
away look to some of our Manufacturers and their Quick Ship Programs. Some can even ship fixtures in as little as 24
hours. Contact our Sales Dept to get a copy.

•

As a reminder all requests for pricing must be submitted either via fax or e-mail so as to allow us to be able to reference the information at a later time.

•

SPJ LIGHTING announces their Lifetime Warranty for all their solid copper and brass fixtures. If you need a fixture

